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Mental Maths
DISCOUNT THESE PRICES BY 30%

Original price 30% Reduced price

£45

£57.20

£328

£58

£42.50

PUT THESE IN ORDER FROM SMALLEST TO 
BIGGEST

50% of £75

2/3 og£57

0.85 of £44

¾ of £45

62% of £60



Maths
FINDING PAIRS OF VALUES



Finding pairs 
of numbers

Home learners – work through the video:

◦ https://vimeo.com/503100955 where it asks for 

multilink you could use lego, pencils, anything you have 

to hand.

◦ The next slides are stills from the video to work through in 
class.

https://vimeo.com/503100955
































Challenge 1



Challenge 2 – 2 slides

1. Can you draw a bar model to represent 
the following equations:

3𝑓 + 𝑔 = 20 

7𝑎 + 3𝑏 = 40 

What could the letters represent?

2. In this equation, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are both whole 
numbers which are less than 12.

2𝑎 = 𝑏

Write the calculations that would show all 
the possible values for 𝑎 and 𝑏.

3. Chose values of 𝑥 and use the equation 
to work out the values of 𝑦.

7𝑥 + 4 = 𝑦

4. 2𝑔 + 𝑤 = 15 𝑔 and 𝑤 are positive whole 
numbers. Write down all the possible 
values for 𝑔 and 𝑤, show each of them in a 
bar model.



Challenge 2



Challenge 3



Challenge 3

Q2



Challenge 3
Q2 

cont'd



Challenge 3

Q3



Challenge 3

Q3. n stands for number.

Match the equivalent 
expressions.

One has been done for you

Q4



English
PERCY  JACKSON - RECOUNT



When you listen to today's chapter think 
about:

Who narrates the story?

How does that effect how we experience the story?

How would it be different if someone else narrated it?



Changing point of view

Yesterday's recount was impersonal – we recalled the events in a synopsis. Today we are going 
to recount the same information in from a personal perspective. As if we were there.

Percy, Annabeth and Grover cannot carry mobile phones with them as the signal will attract 
monsters. How can they communicate with people back at Camp?

How will this personal recount be different to an impersonal one?

TASK: Write a letter back to camp from Percy, Annabeth or Grover to one of their friends.

There is a checklist on the next slide and remember think about presentation.



Informal 
letter 
writing 
checklist



Short write

This week we have revised adverbials.

Short write is a timed piece of writing. 5 
min thinking time. 10 min writing time.

Today's challenge:

Look at the picture. Write a description of 
the setting OR a synopsis of a story which 
could be set there. Must include 3 
adverbials; 1 how, 1 when & 1 where.



Assembly

On Sudden Hill by Linda Sarah and Benji Davies

Whilst I am reading think about how the characters show 
that they are good friends. What qualities make a good 
friend? How could they have been better friends? 
Avoided conflict?



PHSE



Can you design a wanted 
poster for a good friend.

Must include:

What you are looking for – characteristics and 
interests

What you will offer in exchange – what skills do 
you have that make you a good friend.

The format on the left might get you started but 
be creative. Think about your presentation and 
how it can have the most impact on readers.


